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ABSTRACT 

Motion sensor lights are lights that  turn on automatically when you walk by or when a car drives into the driveway. Motion sensor lights activate by movement 

within a specific range of the sensor. Many people place them outdoors as security lights; however, they can also be used indoors as regular light fixtures. These 

lights are becoming increasingly popular as a way to save money on your electricity bill. One of the main reasons people use motion sensor lights is to save money 

on their electricity bills. With a motion sensor light, you only use electricity when the light is actually required, which can lead to significant savings over time. In 

addition to saving money, using less electricity helps reduce your carbon footprint. So, if you’re looking for ways to be more eco-friendly, motion sensor lights are 

a great option. Another benefit of motion sensor lights is that they can make your home or business more secure. If a potential intruder sees that a light comes on 

automatically whenever someone approaches, they’re more likely to move on to an easier target. So not only can motion sensor lights save you money, but they 

can also help keep you safe. If you’re looking to save money and be more eco-friendly, motion sensor lights might be a good option. Installing motion sensor 

lighting around your home or building is a great way to deter from crime and vandalization. All lighting gives some deterrent to vandalization, but the act of a light 

turning on will bring more attention to a building from afar. It is easy for someone to blend into the shadows of a lit up a building than it is to hide from a motion 

sensor light. Motion sensor lighting will pinpoint the location of a possible vandal making it harder for them to move around without being spotted.  

INRODUCTION 

In today’s life, electricity becomes a prior need to people as to enjoy their social activities thus they need enough electricity to carry out their activities. 

Lighting is very significant to people as it is important to us;day or night. Early in 2014, government had introduced new electricity tariff due to transpire 

subsidy Rationalisation Programme made by the government as to stop the energy subsidies gradually. Due to this increase of electrical energy production 

price, it is becoming more significant in conserving and saving in electrical energy consumption. 

Electronic system can be defined as a family of an electronic circuit and component which is designed for completing either simple function or complex 

function. There are various examples of electronic system such as telecommunication system, computer system and automation system.The existence of 

the automation systems began from 1500 years ago where they had invented the first water pump for metal working rolling mills. Automatic control is 

used in various control system such as in utilizing machinery especially in industrial factories where they used a number of boilers, heating treating oven 

and other applications with minimal involvement of human. The benefits of using automatic in our daily life are it can minimize the involvement of 

labour works and also it can be used in saving the energy consumption. This is because the automatic control uses the technique of self-moving processes. 

Lighting system is one of the huge usages in the household where it has been placed in every section of places especially in every room. There are many 

different types of lighting technologies that are been used for the household such as flourscent light and LED light. The LED lighting can minimize the 

usage of light because it only utilized 50% from the energy consumption in the household compared to flourscent lighting. 

Construction 

In this 4017 project, I have shown how to make a motion sensor light switch using the CD4017 IC and IR proximity sensor. You can use this motion 

activated light circuit as an automatic washroom light switch. I have not used any microcontroller or Arduino for this CD4017 project. 

5.1 Components Used  

• CD4017 IC 

• LM358 IC 

• BC547 Transistor 
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• 100uF 25V Capacitor 

• 1000uF 25V Capacitor 

• 220-ohm 0.25watt Resistors – 4 no 

• 10k 0.25watt Resistor 

• 10k Trimmer 

• LED 5mm – 2no 

• IR LED pair (Detector & Emitter) 

• 1N4007 Diode 

• 5V SPDT Relay 

• Connectors & IC Base 
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CONCLUSION 

Motion sensor lights are a great way to get reliable lighting for your home. Motion sensor lights are a great way to save money as they use less energy 

than traditional lighting solutions and last much longer, meaning you won’t have to replace bulbs as often. Additionally, motion sensors help reduce your 

bills by ensuring that the lights turn off when no one is present in the area. Overall, motion sensor lights offer several benefits that make them a great 

addition to any home or commercial space. Not only are they more energy efficient and secure, but they also offer convenience and cost savings. Motion 

sensors can be used both indoors and outdoors to make your property safer, provide better lighting, and save you money in the long run. The benefits of 

motion sensor lights are vast! From enhancing the safety of your home to making it more convenient for everyone, it’s one of the simplest yet smartest 

home security additions you can make for your home. A motion sensor light is an extremely good energy-saving option which will make your home 
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smart as well. Additionally, when it is dark it can be difficult to find the light switch and this is where motion-sensor lights come in extremely handy. 

These lights are simple to install and consume very little power. 
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